Day 01
Abraham was the father of Isaac.
Matthew 1:2
Isaac, the son of Abraham. The living, breathing, fulfilment of God’s promise.
Why did Abraham have to wait 25 years before that verse could be written?
Consider the day Abraham sends his servant to find a wife for his son Isaac. At the
exact moment when the servant sat down at a well, he met Rebecca who had
come to draw water, and God confirmed to the servant that she was to be Isaac’s
wife.
At the exact moment.
If Isaac was born just one year earlier, the timing would have been out and
Rebecca would not be part of this story.
Isaac and Rebecca had Jacob at exactly the right time so that Jacob could meet
and marry Rachel. However, God didn’t open Rachel’s womb until exactly the right
time for her to have Joseph.
As Joseph’s story ends, God gives Jochebed a son (at the most dangerous and
difficult time) and Moses is born. When Moses cannot be hidden any longer, he is
put into the river at just the right time to be seen by Pharoah’s daughter and be
adopted into Pharaoh’s household.
At exactly the right time.
Throughout scripture, the pattern continues, right down through the genealogy of
Matthew chapter one, to a virgin named Mary. God ensured that Mary would be
born at a certain time, so that Jesus could be born on a certain day, so that he
could fulfill his ministry at 33, and be crucified exactly on Passover.
And it all started with Abraham and Sarah having to wait 25 years.
Yesterday we witnessed two salvations on the crooked steps at the front of our
new building. Two men’s eternities where changed because a church was started
in a lounge in Pretoria 25 years ago.
So begins a new chapter in the history of 3Ci. A chapter some may have been
waiting 25 years for. Winter is over, the time of singing is here.
At exactly the right time, God is calling for a generation to arise in the city of
Pretoria. A generation of faith-filled people living in the shadow of a faithful God.

Day 02
Jesus is the fulfilment of prophecy
We all have longings, desires and dreams of what our future may hold. This envisioned
future has been shaped by what we value and the stories that have shaped our view of
the world.
What is the future you dream of?
In Matthew Chapter 2 we see Jesus displayed as the fulfilment of the prophecies,
which shaped the longings, desires and dreams of God’s people.
Through the events of Jesus’ infancy we see His story being woven together with
prophecy to create a rich retelling and fulfilment of the story of God’s people, and their
promised future!
From humble beginnings, to his great escape to Egypt and the violent attempt to kill
Him. Stitched into all these stories and their fulfilment are pictures of our promised
futures and the fulfilment of our hearts’ desires for peace, for home, for a hope and a
future.
These prophecies were not just a check list of what Jesus had to accomplish, to prove
He was the One, but rather they were a way of reminding God’s people of their long
awaited future:
•

Micah’s prophecy not only tells of Jesus’ humble beginnings, but promises of
the shepherd ruler that will lead His flock in strength and majesty, extending His
greatness to the ends of the Earth and He will be their peace. (Micah 5:2-5)

•

Hosea’s prophecy tells of Jesus’ travels to Egypt, Jesus, the beloved child,
identifying with His people’s liberation from slavery, and declaring that at the
sound of the Lion’s roar, His people will gather from all around to settle in their
homes. (Hosea 11:1, 10-11)

•

Jeremiah’s prophecy doesn’t just tell of a time of weeping and lamenting, but
rather reminds us that Jesus steps into those moments of sorrow and promises,
declaring that there will be an end to the weeping, a drying of all tears, there
will be reward for your work, a return to the land and He will give you a hope
and a future! (Jeremiah 31:15-17)

The Magi had studied God’s Word and knew the prophecies of the coming King, but as
they saw Jesus, the fulfilment of prophecy, they fell down and worshipped!
You may be feeling discouraged about unfulfilled dreams in your own life, but the
surest way to have our dreams fulfilled is to let God shape our dreams of the future as
we fall down and worship Jesus, the fulfilment of prophecy, because what we value
most is what we worship!

11 They saw the child with Mary his mother, and they fell down and worshiped him.
Matthew 2:11

Day 03
I baptize you with water for repentance. But after me comes one who is
more powerful than I, whose sandals I am not worthy to carry. He will
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.
Matt 3.11
These are the words of John the Baptist about Jesus.
Notice the comparison that he makes between himself and Jesus. Did you
see that he also compares his baptism with Jesus’ baptism?
What if what John is saying is that in the same way that Jesus is so much
greater than John, the baptism in the Holy Spirit is so much greater than the
baptism of repentance? In other words, what if what John is saying is that
as magnificent and marvellous and breathtakingly-spectacularlyundeserving in the magnitude of eternity shifting goodness and mercy our
moment of salvation is, that this pales in comparison with what it means to
be able to draw near to God, to know him intimately and to live filled with
his presence?
What if we have gotten it all wrong by setting up camp at the starting line?
I baptise with water as a sign of repentance. He will baptise you with the
Holy Spirit.
The lamb that was slain for the sin of the people was always sacrificed on
the altar in the courtyard, but when Jesus died, the curtain that blocked the
entrance to the presence of God was torn in two so that we no longer had
to stay far off, but could enter in and live a life saturated with the presence
of God.
Scripture tells of how all of heaven rejoices when one person gets saved.
But after me, John said, after this, more than this, because of this, one far
greater than I will make available something far greater than repentance
and forgiveness. He will open the curtain wide, and call you to himself.

Day 04
The people living in darkness have seen a great light; on those living in the land of
the shadow of death a light has dawned.” From that time on Jesus began to
preach,
“Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is near.”
- Matthew 4:16–17
If you have been in church for a while then you may be tempted to just glance
over Jesus’ announcement because it’s hard to grasp what it actually means.
“THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS NEAR!”
The truth is that “kingdom” is a fairly foreign concept to our modern context,
especially to people living in a democratically run country. To understand the
magnitude of the statement we need to consider what the kingdom coming meant
to Israel. After 750 years of being ruled by various empires from Assyria to
Babylon till the current Roman rule, the wait was finally over.
God was coming to liberate His people! This meant the restoration of Israel’s God
given national identity. They were once again going to be the nation they were
called to be. The King was coming to restore freedom, peace, prosperity and
purpose!
The challenge was that the breaking in of the Kingdom came in a way they never
expected. The same is true for our own lives. God uses these unexpected ways,
delays and challenges as opportunities to grow our faith. Recognising who the
functional king of your life is, is a great step towards allowing the Kingdom to
break into your life.
In economic crisis…where does your provision come from?
When you are confused…where do you find direction?
When you are stuck…where do you find freedom?
When you are in turmoil…who comforts you?
Jesus’ call to repentance is an invitation to be a citizen of a kingdom led by the
rightful King who will be called Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace.
At the same time Jesus’ proclamation is a bold statement of Kingdom
advancement, as our King Jesus has overcome the temptations of this world, He is
calling forth the divine destinies of His disciples as the Kingdom of heaven begins
to break out!
That same Kingdom is advancing in Pretoria in 2021 as we trust King Jesus for His
great light to shine into the darkness of our lives, our church and our city!

Day 05
“Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”
- Matt 5:3
This verse is the first line of the Beatitudes, and like me you may be asking, what is a
beatitude?
They are short memorable wisdom statements designed to get our attention,
encouraging us to think deeply about life. Pointing us to the upside down nature of the
Kingdom of Heaven. Encouraging followers of Jesus to live a life, which even though it
may be challenging, will stand out in the world.
In Matthew 4 we saw Jesus coming like the dawning of a new day and initiating His
Kingdom, and now we begin to see the life Jesus lays out for us to live so that we can
continue shining this light in the world. The challenge with the beatitudes is that we are
promised reward but for lives that are antithetical to our natural understanding of
success.
If we had written the beatitudes ourselves, they would have read something like this:
1.
Blessed are the rich and powerful for they rule this world.
2.
Blessed are the CEO’s, celebrities and social media influencers.
3.
Blessed are those who have never made any mistakes.
Rejoice and be glad because you have been successful in this world, you made it!
To transform the world we need to be different to the world. We cannot try and use
the ways of the world to transform the world, instead we are called to follow the
example and teaching of our King.
The key with the beatitudes is that they are not a set of rules or commands. They are
not a to do list, but rather a commendation of a way of life that will change the world.
Surprisingly, Jesus doesn’t initially focus on our actions, but rather like the master
teacher He is, He goes underneath the actions to stir our intentions.
Jesus can do this not because our actions don’t matter, but because His actions matter
more. He came to fulfil the law, so that we could be inspired and transformed by His
example. Like an expert personal trainer, Jesus knows that we need a goal to go after,
and wrapped up in this impossible goal is His belief that we are capable of more than
we ever dreamt of, all we need to do is take the next step.
Which brings us back to “Blessed are the poor in Spirit.” Those who are poor know
what it means to not have what they need, and all of our journeys with God begin with
the spiritual revelation that we don’t have what it takes, but what we do have is a
generous Father who has given us His indescribable gifts of the Son and His Spirit.
Let’s take the next step.
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness: only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.” - Martin Luther King Jnr

Day 06
“Be careful not to practise your righteousness in front of others to be seen by
them.”
- Matthew 6:1
There’s a word in this verse that I want to unpack that will help you view the
sermon on the mount through gospel lenses, and that is the very familiar word
righteousness.
What would you say scripture means when it speaks of righteousness? Being right
with God, right standing with God, holiness, forgiven all spring to mind and are all
true. In a phrase, righteousness is God’s required standard of how we are to relate
to him. That is why we cannot come to God on our standards, with our ‘all roads
lead to heaven’ approach, but only through Jesus’ death on the cross for the
forgiveness of our sins.
But that’s only half of the biblical picture of righteousness. It also has an outward
inflection. In line with the first phrase, it could be stated that righteousness
includes God’s required standard of how we are to relate to the world.
Scripture speaks of righteousness as God’s required standard of how we are to
relate to him and God’s required standard of how we are to relate to the world.
That’s why Matthew chapter six has Jesus teaching his disciples to be careful not
to practise their righteousness in front of others to be seen by them, referring to
how we relate to the world, then speaks on prayer and fasting, how we are to
relate to God, and then back to not being able to serve God and money - how we
relate to the world. Yet through the centuries, one of the two have always taken a
back seat, or worse, been ignored completely.
Which would you say you lean towards?
This may just be me, but I would imagine it’s God’s required standard of how we
are to relate to him. We fill our morning with prayer, write a new verse on the
mirror and sing unashamedly all the way to work. Then we leave our righteousness
in the car and go scalp the competition, climb all over our secretary for her
ineptitude, revel in some ‘creative accounting’, pad our productivity with instascrolling, avoid eye contact with the beggar at the robots and give our spouse the
silent treatment before winding down our day with a daily bible verse.
Righteousness: God’s required standard of how we are to relate to him and God’s
required standard of how we are to relate to the world.

Day 07
“Therefore, everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practise is
like a wise man who built his house on the rock.”
- Matthew 7:24
I don’t know what is more disconcerting, the fact that doctors have ‘waiting rooms’
or that they are ‘practising medicine’?! I have concerns about both, but this is
neither the time nor place according to my therapist.
There is, however, something rather captivating about the concept of practising
medicine, as is the idea that Jesus encouraged those who had just heard the
sermon on the mount to put his words into ‘practise.’
Did you know, if you want to run the comrades marathon next year in all its 90km
glory, the ‘couch to comrades’ training program will have you start your training
with 5 minutes of walking every second day. Read that sentence again.
Not an easy 5km run, not a set of burpees or juicing 1kg of carrots, but walking!
This is because all good coaches know that it takes time to get you from where
you are to where you want to be. And if you are on the couch, then the next
logical step is to go walking, even though the end goal is an ultra-marathon.
In the same way, Jesus closes his sermon on the mount by encouraging his
disciples to put what they had just heard into practise. What an incredibly freeing
idea. Practise. Not perfection, practise!
If it’s generosity, just begin walking in a more generous way towards those around
you. If it’s purity, watch where your feet lead you, take a few detours and avoid
some of the typical potholes that keep tripping you up. If it’s prayer, start with five
minutes every other day. If it’s anxiety, take one verse and commit it to memory
and encourage yourself with it when the need arises. Practise. And as you revisit
these kingdom values time and time again, slowly but surely a heavenly fitness
begins to grow, faith begins to germinate and the power of the Holy Spirit will
continue to strengthen and enable you more and more each day.
I’ve watched gymnasts practise for hours on end to master one part of an entire
routine, most times ending in the pool of sponge beneath them. I’ve heard my
neighbour practise the same painful rudiment on his drum kit for hours on end
until he gets the most simple paradiddle right. I’ve also seen moms practise
patience, senior executives practise humility, sons practise forgiveness, doctors
practise medicine and Christians practise living out their faith. And this, Jesus said,
is what it looks like when wise builders build their life on solid ground.

Day 08
“Then the entire town came out to meet Jesus, but they begged him to go away
and leave them alone.”
- Matthew 8:34
This verse has always bothered me.
When I read Matthew chapter 8, I can’t help but be filled with wonder at the power
of Jesus over every situation and circumstance. From large crowds to lonely
lepers, mothers-in-law to men-of-war, Jesus changes lives. The paralysed walk,
fevers break, diseases are healed, and raging storms become calm at the speaking
of a word. Then we have the surreal account of demons cast into pigs and two
tormented men as well as the neighbourhood they used to terrorise being
completely renewed and set free. Jesus gets down in the dirt and serves the
lowest of the low.
Their response? Go away. Leave us alone.
I discovered recently that the enemy hates it when the people of God get down in
the dirt and serve those around them.
In 1940, when the Netherlands fell to Germany, deacons in the Dutch Reformed
church rose up to care for the politically and religiously oppressed. All across the
country, those who had been serving the church faithfully for many years moved
out into the streets to give people food and refuge, treat the wounded and, in
many instances, risk their lives for the sake of others.
However, when the Nazis caught wind of this, they had the audacity to decree that
the office of deacon be eliminated from the church. Interestingly, the same thing
didn’t happen with the pastors. So long as the gospel stayed behind closed doors,
the Nazis kept their distance. But the minute the people of God were moved by
compassion and took the gospel into the streets, the same demand was made of
them that had been made of Jesus centuries before: ‘Go away, leave them alone.’
Somehow it has crept into our minds that when we are in God’s will, everything
goes our way - blessings and favour everywhere - while resistance is a sign that we
should pack our bags and move on. I don’t know who this is for, but let me say
clearly - don’t let your obedience be tempered by the resistance you face. In the
words of Ashley Bell who planted 3Ci in his forties, “People are waiting on the
other side of your obedience.”

Day 09
Just then a woman who had been subject to bleeding for twelve years came up
behind him and touched the edge of his cloak.
She said to herself, “If I only touch his cloak, I will be healed.”
Matthew 9:20-22
In the Jewish calendar, the Day of Atonement was unlike any other day of the year
because “on that day atonement will be made for you, to cleanse you. Then, before
the Lord, you will be clean from all your sins.” (Leviticus 16:30)
The purpose of the Day of Atonement was twofold - first, to “cleanse you”. It
represented the forgiveness of sins through the shedding of blood. The second is
just as important, but easily missed: to be “before the Lord.”
Here is where we find the Bible making a significant break from religion. Rather
than having a god that simply needs to be appeased, the God of the Bible provides
cleansing for the purpose of relationship - because He wants to be with us.
So, on the Day of Atonement, the High Priest would present two goats before the
Lord, one as a sacrificial offering and the other as a scapegoat. The goat selected
as an offering would be sacrificed and its blood sprinkled on the Ark of the
Covenant as an atoning sacrifice for the sins of Israel.
What followed next was even more dramatic. The High Priest would lay both
hands on the head of the goat and confess aloud the sins of the nation,
symbolically transferring them to the goat. Then, as one Jewish historian wrote, “all
of you shall spit on it and pierce it and wrap a piece of scarlet wool around its
head, and so let it be cast into the wilderness, never to be seen again.” What an
unnerving enactment of what Jesus would one day fulfill as he died on the cross,
taking away the sin of the world.
Now, in Matthew chapter 8, on the dusty streets of Jerusalem, we read of a lady
who had suffered from constant bleeding for many years believing that if she
could just touch Jesus’ cloak, she would be healed.
Now, don’t miss what happens next!
With a masterstroke of word choice, the imagery Matthew creates here is the same
as what we find in Leviticus. The Greek word translated into english as “touch”
literally means to fasten oneself to, the act of clinging to, or to lay one’s hands
upon. This is the same phrase that describes what the High Priest was to do when
he laid his hands on the scapegoat. It’s a thunderous roar to his Jewish readers
that here before her is the Scapegoat, the one on whom all sickness and sin, death
and disease would be placed; a declaration to every one of us that no matter who
we are, no matter what we’ve done, and no matter how long we have been
bleeding out because of our guilt and shame, before us stands the Scapegoat of
God who came to take away the sin of the world, and with that, the invitation to
cast it all onto him.

Day 10
Sheep are renowned for being vulnerable animals, seemingly designed as fluffy
walking lamb chops, but their vulnerability is what Matthew uses as an illustration
of life, and the intimate relationship between a shepherd and his sheep gives us an
incredible picture of Jesus’ love for us.
“When he saw the crowds, he had compassion on them, because they were
harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd.” - Matt 9:36
Jesus looked at the crowds and He was moved by compassion. He knew the
challenges and hardships that they were facing, especially without anyone to look
after them; this was why He had come. In other parts of scripture He is referred to
as the Good Shepherd or the Chief Shepherd, and a shepherd has one goal, to care
for His sheep!
“These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions:…” - Matt 10:5
Now we see the next step in Jesus’ pursuit of this goal. Moved by His compassion
for the crowds, He appoints the 12 to go and put into practise what they have seen
Jesus doing. As co-labourers moved by compassion, they were to go preach the
good news, to bring healing, life and freedom wherever they went.
This commissioning, like any call to adventure, comes with opposition, obstacles
and a new identity. As Jesus begins to send out the disciples, He prepares them for
the opposition that they are about to face, reminding them that if He faced
opposition, they would too, especially as they grew in their new identity and begin
to look more like their teacher.
Maybe you are feeling like a sheep without a shepherd at the moment, or you are
overwhelmed by the obstacles in your way and feeling powerless to live out the
identity you feel called to? Maybe like Jesus you are moved with compassion for
those around you but don’t know what to do?
Let me encourage you with the closing prayer from the letter to the Hebrews.
Now may the God of peace, who through the blood of the eternal covenant
brought back from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep,
equip you with everything good for doing his will, and may he work in us what is
pleasing to him, through Jesus Christ, to whom be glory for ever and ever. Amen.
- Heb 13:20-21

Day 11
Have you ever felt like life is not going according to plan? Work, studies, family,
your health, your marriage, your singleness are all becoming too much, causing
you to question?
Does it really have to be like this? Are you for real? Have you forgotten me?
Well, you're not alone.
In Matthew 11 we have John, the John. The one who baptised Jesus, the one
who saw the Holy Spirit descend on Jesus, the one who declared “Look, the
Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world!”
When John, who was in prison, heard about the deeds of the Messiah, he sent
his disciples to ask him, “Are you the one who is to come, or should we expect
someone else?” - Matt 11:2-3
That same John, is asking the very same question to Jesus: Are you really the
one because this is not going the way I thought it would? Being in prison was
either an oversight or not part of the plan, but I definitely imagined something
different to the way this is going. I thought you were the King coming to set us
free and establish the Kingdom.
If nothing else we can take encouragement from this. Even John, the same guy
that Jesus described as the greatest man of his time, struggled and asked,
does it really have to be like this? Are you for real? Have you forgotten me?
Jesus’ answer to John was that the Kingdom was breaking out and blessed is
everyone that isn’t offended by the way it was happening. Basically saying that
this is a mystery but yes, I am the one, the Kingdom is coming, but it’s not
necessarily going to look like what you imagined. I am the King you need, not
the King you want.
This mystery of the Kingdom coming in unexpected ways is the same
challenge that John faced, and that we face today. Amidst the breaking out of
the Kingdom there are also clearly still obstacles to overcome.
As Matthew brings this chapter to a close, He reminds us that Jesus says this
mystery has been revealed by our heavenly Father to his children, as He invites
us to come to Him with all our challenges, as He promises that His yoke is easy,
His burden is light and we will find rest for our souls!

Day 12
“I desire mercy, and not sacrifice” - Matt 12:7
In response to the accusation being levelled at Him and His disciples, Jesus
responds by quoting from the prophet Hosea, saying that if you really
understood what God wanted, you wouldn’t be accusing the innocent.
Accusation / finger pointing seems to be our default response to what we think
is injustice, especially when we are personally feeling hard done by. You only
need to try and divide an odd number of speckled eggs between 2 kids to
know how deep our sense of justice goes. We all seem to process life through
our internal scales of justice to make sure that life is fair.
At the heart of this desire I see 3 things, the good, the bad and the Godly.
- The good is that there is a hunger and thirst for righteousness
- The bad is that this hunger for righteousness is susceptible to becoming selfrighteousness, overflowing in finger pointing. We can easily become very good
at pointing out where everyone else is wrong, or at least worse than we are.
- The Godly though is where I want to take us back to Jesus’ response where
He quotes from Hosea, and if we take a look at the full context it reads like this:
I desire steadfast love (mercy) and not sacrifice.
I want you to know me more than I want burnt offerings. - Hosea 6:6
The phrase steadfast love is a Hebrew word we’ve become familiar with in 3Ci.
The word is “chesed” - Meaning loyal love, unfailing kindness, devotion…
Creating the picture of a loving Father “cheseding” after you!
Jesus, being strengthened by His knowledge of the Father and the Word,
modelled the perfect response to accusations of injustice. He knew He was on
a “chesed” mission to fulfil the prophecy of Isaiah 42, to establish justice on the
earth. He was not afraid to speak the truth when necessary, but was wise to
quote God’s own word that His desire is for us to know Him, not for mere rule
keeping.
The challenge in our lives is to learn to live like Jesus, growing in our hunger
and thirst for justice, but in a way that shapes us to be part of the solution, not
part of the problem, as we point people to the God of chesed, not of fingerpointing!

Day 13
The parables of the Kingdom of Heaven are like a set of three sophisticated spice
traders, who after one mouth watering taste of an unknown spice are faced with a
decision. One is disinterested and moves on to live as he did before, another
enjoyed the flavour but doesn’t let it change his life, the last one though, spends
the rest of her life in search of the source of the spice that will go on to change the
world.
“He who has ears, let him hear.” - Matt 13:9
Once again we have Jesus revealed as the fulfilment of prophecy in Matthew 13,
quoting from Isaiah 6:9-10 and Psalm 78:2, showing us that the fact and effect of
Jesus’ use of parables were prophesied beforehand.
We often have ideas of why Jesus spoke in parables, but consider some of the
aspects of parables to see why He used them so effectively:
Accessible - Children can understand them.
Memorable - We tend to remember stories far more easily than facts or
instructions.
Connection - They connect us to the generations that have gone before us.
(Psalm 78:4)
Inviting - Convey deep truths in simple ways, allowing us to dig as deep as we
want to.
Challenging – Lastly, they are also a challenge to those who have heard but don’t
put into practise what they’ve heard.

By their very nature and the fact that Isaiah 6:9-10 is quoted by 3 of the gospel
writers, we can’t over estimate the significance of the parables of Jesus. They are
something of God’s way of playing a spiritual game of hide and seek with us. Using
what seems foolish to the world, to reveal the most life changing wisdom and
thereby creating the opportunity for a faith filled response to see, to hear, to
search and to find!
There are 8 parables in Matthew 13 describing, inspiring and enticing us in to taste
more of the mouth watering flavour of the Kingdom of Heaven that is locked up
inside of them. The invitation is to go on a life-long, world changing journey to
discover the source of the flavour of the parables, which is Christ, the wisdom of
God revealed. (1 Cor 1:26-31)

Day 14
“Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, Jesus gave
thanks and broke the loaves. Then he gave them to his disciples, and the disciples
gave them to the people.”
- Matthew 14.19
For as long as I can remember, I have said ‘grace’ before eating a meal. When our
kids were born, we taught them to say ‘grace’ too - including the kindergarten
versions with sound effects and actions. Come to think of it, our kids have tried to
teach our dogs to say ‘grace’ before they wolf down their food. And so the
tradition continues!
But Jesus didn’t.
I discovered recently that saying ‘grace’ stems from the idea first made popular by
Plato, that everything material is wicked, and only that which is spiritual is holy. He
believed that since we sin with our bodies, even though our spirits remain pure and
untouched, everything else around us becomes contaminated by our sin.
This has seeped into the church in numerous ways, such as some priests not being
allowed to marry, dancing being banned from certain circles, and food needing a
special blessing so that it doesn’t contaminate us from within. Yes, the back story
to praying for your food is that it was considered sinful to enjoy anything material
due to its inherent unholy nature and therefore needed to be blessed for your
protection….and the hands that prepared it!
So what did Jesus do?
Jesus did what all Jews did at the time - he gave thanks. The prayer before the
meal had originated as a moment to declare their gratitude to God for providing
that which gave up its life so that they may live. Sometimes it was the wheat God
provided, other times fish, but somewhere in the preparation of the meal, the life
that God had created had to be taken, so that those who ate could have life. So
they gave thanks.
Taking the five loaves and the two fish and looking up to heaven, Jesus gave
thanks and broke the loaves. Then he gave them to his disciples, and the disciples
gave them to the people.
Turn the page and you find Jesus doing it again, but this time it says Jesus took
the bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and gave it to his disciples,
saying, “This is my body, broken for you.” Once again, someone had to give up
their life so that others may live, and at this moment, Jesus ties what he is about to
do, to a daily tradition, a reminder for generations to come of his willingness to
give up his life so that we might live. So day after day, meal after meal, we are
reminded that just as the food we eat perishes so that we may eat and live, the
Bread of Life died in our place so that all who receive him may have eternal life,
and we give thanks!!

Day 15
“These people honour me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.
They worship me in vain; their teachings are but rules taught by men.”
- Matt 15:8-9
These may seem like harsh words from Jesus if you’ve only been taught that Jesus
was just a nice guy. The reality is that Jesus was a bold, strong courageous leader!
Not afraid to speak the truth when necessary, not afraid to challenge the Pharisees
on their behaviour when they had lost sight of what was important.
However, before we jump too quickly on the Pharisees, let’s take a look at the full
story. Jesus was someone immersed in God’s word so even His response here, to
the accusations of breaking the traditions of the elders, was to quote from Isaiah.
“These people come near to me with their mouth and honour me with their lips,
but their hearts are far from me. Their worship of me is made up only of rules
taught by men. Therefore once more I will astound these people with wonder upon
wonder; the wisdom of the wise will perish, the intelligence of the intelligent will
vanish.”
- Isa 29:13-14
Even in Isaiah’s day the accurate diagnosis was that the people of God often tend
toward legalistic rule keeping, or following the traditions of the elders. What we
should consider though, is what God promises to do as a result.
“I will astound these people with wonder upon wonder!”
God’s solution was to come astound His people again, I will astound them with
who I AM!
Jesus had come as the solution to the distance created by the rule keeping, to set
God’s people free. Free from the traditions of the elders. Free from pretence of
religion to live from a transformed heart. To be a community of insiders and
outsiders, healed, transformed, set free to praise the God of Israel, the God of 3Ci,
the God of South Africa for the wonder upon wonder they have seen.
As we closed off our building project on 30 May 2021, we look back on what can
only be described as a wonder upon wonder! God has astounded us so that our
response can be one of honouring lips and intimate hearts overflowing in authentic
worship!

Day 16
“The Pharisees and Sadducees came to Jesus and tested him by asking him to
show them a sign from heaven.”
- Matt 16:1
“Do what I say not what I do.” Is the standard answer we love to give as parents,
well if we’re honest we might not say it, but often think it. Unfortunately, it doesn’t
really work. Whether we like it or not, people tend to watch what we do far more
than what we say.
Jesus warns us here of the leaven of the pharisees which is elsewhere described as
people who do not practise what they preach. (Matt 23:3) Jesus however is the
opposite. Jesus is the sign of what He is preaching about, perfectly practising what
He preaches to the point of laying down His life.
In this chapter we have the famous saying of who do you say I am?
If you’ve been in church for any length of time you probably know the right answer
that Peter is inspired to give. You are the Christ the Son of the living God! This
revelation is what the church is built upon. We build upon the fact that Jesus is the
answer.
He is the sign from heaven that the pharisees were asking for, like Jonah was God’s
prophetic voice to Ninevah. Jonah was as good as dead inside the fish and
restored 3 days later. In similar fashion Jesus was going to be crucified, dead and
buried, and on the third day raised to life again as a prophetic sign of resurrection
life!
The beautiful but challenging truth is that Jesus is the sign of God’s love for us and
also the sign of the way that leads to life. Unlike the pharisees, He practises what
he preaches, and after Jesus has pioneered the path of laying down our lives for
others, He calls us to “deny ourselves, take up our cross and follow Him.”
Jesus is the ultimate sign.
The sign of God’s love for us.
The sign of the way we are to live.
The sign of the way that leads to life.
The sign of the reward of resurrection life.
The sign of the church that He is building.
The sign of exactly what God the Father is like.

Day 17
After Jesus and his disciples arrived in Capernaum, the collectors of the two-drachma
temple tax came to Peter and asked, “Doesn’t your teacher pay the temple tax?”
- Matthew 17.24
Today's chapter starts with the supernatural transfiguration of Jesus and ends with the
painfully natural paying of taxes, a strikingly similar tension we find ourselves in at the
moment.
I was privileged to spend time in our new auditorium on Sunday, watching as wave
after wave of people moved through the building, stopping to worship together in our
amazing new venue, and then one after another, go forward to give one final offering.
Then, as the day drew to a close, I was once again privileged to be part of a handful of
people who counted the final offering and watched in awe as we crossed the finish
line, ending our building project in reverent awe at what God had done before our very
eyes.
I was there when two young parents brought their four-year-old with her piggy bank,
because she also wanted to be a part of what God was doing, and I was there when a
box was opened with pure gold Kruger Rands, and the room fell silent. Rory was right.
This wasn’t a financial journey, it was a spiritual journey, and the presence of God was
tangible in that room. So when I read how Jesus had transfigured on the mountain as
his disciples stood in awe, in a small way I could imagine what it was like, because
Sunday had been so breathtakingly supernatural.
But then came Monday. Taxes needed to be paid and taxis needed to be dodged.
Exams needed to be written and emails needed to be responded to. Jesus came down
the mountain and had taxes to pay too!
What challenged me about this moment was that Jesus took the supernatural into the
natural. The catching of the fish with a coin in its mouth wasn’t so that he could make
the front page of the Jerusalem Journal, but so that he could pay taxes. Jesus takes
Sunday into his Monday. Will I? Having sacrificed so much for so long, there is the
temptation to keep the supernatural to myself, my family, my community, my Sunday.
But I believe God is leaning in on my Sunday experiences and inviting me to let them
leak into Monday.
We have a gardener who has been trying to get home to Malawi for a few years, and
with lockdown, his lift has now been canceled and it may take another year before he
gets to see his family again. Or I can help pay for a plane ticket and let Sunday leak
into Monday. It's so unspectacular in its earthiness, but we so quickly bottle up our
loving the Lord our God, that we fail to love our neighbour as ourselves. Monday
doesn't get to experience Sunday.
The disciples didn’t seem to get this either. They were firmly rooted on the mountain,
waiting for another transfiguration, which is why chapter 18 starts with infighting over
who among them was the greatest. Jesus’ answer? Five simple parables on how we
are to take our Sundays into Mondays.

Day 18
It can be overwhelming reading through Matthew 18 in the season that we are in,
facing the day-to-day pressures of living out our faith in a fallen world, while also
allowing scripture to challenge and change us morning by morning. When the
broken dishwasher leaves you frustrated and irritable, and you need to drag
yourself to work to face that delayed business deal that is leaving you depressed
and defeated, what do you do when scripture leans in on your life right in the
middle of the battlefield?
Indeed, scripture sometimes wraps itself around us while we are standing in the
warmth of the sun, while at other times these words of Jesus confront us in the
churning chaos of a raging storm, drowning beneath a glass ceiling that we just
can’t break through!
Paul writes in Romans chapter 8, that there is now no condemnation for those who
are in Christ Jesus. The difference between condemnation and conviction is that
condemnation leaves you there, drenched in mocking hopelessness, while
Conviction leans in, takes you by the hand, and gently leads you through.
My suggestion in moments when you are crippled by condemnation and default to
defeat is to spend time in Psalm 139 which ends with these two verses:
Search me, God, and know my heart;
test me and know my anxious thoughts.
See if there is any offensive way in me,
and lead me in the way everlasting.
Psalms 139:23-24
The offensive way spoken of here refers to either an innocent way that has led to
pain and sorrow or a way that has led us to a dead-end because we have been
following the idolatrous desires of our hearts. It can be either. Most times our
hearts, minds, conscience, and desires are way too sneaky and slippery for us to
truly know.
But God knows.
So He reaches out His hand and offers to lead us in the way everlasting - a phrase
that is used to describe the fullness of one’s inheritance! Sometimes He leads us
through the pain and rubbish of living in a fallen world, sometimes He leads us to
the operating table to restore a wandering heart. Either way, when you feel like
you are being tripped up by scripture, rather than being set free by it, let Psalm 139
give you the words to pray as you let your heavenly Father take a hold of your
hand and your heart, and lead you in the way everlasting.

Day 19
Throughout Matthew 19, Jesus addresses the hot topics of His day, which are still
as relevant today, nearly 2000 years later. Marriage, divorce, singleness, children,
wealth and poverty, and how we experience the Kingdom in each of them.
The Kingdom is Jesus’ way of talking about the way of life where everything is as it
should be. Where we are living our lives under the perfect control of the King,
leading to life in our finances and relationships and all the benefits that come along
with that. Another way of speaking about this life in the Kingdom is with the
phrase “eternal life.”
The rich young ruler echoes the question inside of all of our hearts, “Teacher, what
good thing must I do to get eternal life?” (Matt 19:16) We may call it by other
names and we might not direct the question towards Jesus, but deep down we are
all longing for a life worth living. A life were there is love, laughter and peace,
starting now and continuing on into eternity.
The question is how do we live with more of the Kingdom in our lives?
Is there a way that we can we be good enough to deserve it and not ruin it?

Jesus provides the answer for us, “He looked at them and said, “With man this is
impossible, but with God all things are possible.”” (Matt 19:26)
Jesus specifically speaks to the rich young ruler about it being very difficult for a
rich person to enter the Kingdom, but the same applies to all areas of life, not just
our finances. When things other than our true King control our lives, it makes it
very difficult to live a life worthy of the Kingdom. It’s hard to be generous when
finances don’t have their rightful place, it’s hard to have a happy marriage when
our identity is found in the wrong places... But when we partner with God, and
journey with Him, giving Him the rightful place as King over all areas of our life,
then to live in the fullness of the eternal life of the Kingdom is no longer
impossible!
What is your impossible?
It may be your marriage? Your singleness? Your business? Your career? Your bank
balance? A broken relationship? Where have you tried everything but are losing
hope?
Jesus understands that we are limited by the frailty of our humanity, but He steps
into our lives to lift our eyes from the natural hopelessness of our present
circumstances to the radical potential of a supernatural life, the eternal life! Raising
the bar of what we can expect, of what we think we are capable of because He
says you can’t do this alone, but with Me anything is possible!

“With God all things are possible.”” (Matt 19:26b),

Day 20
There is nothing quite like the first cup of coffee in the morning! Whether it was
made by the barista that knows your order before you even ask, or your spouse
while you’re still lying in bed. The aroma of freshly ground beans filling the air as
you take that first warm sip and your brain shifts into gear. This is so much more
than a cup, it’s a sign of love, of care, of friendship and concern.
In this day and age, after coffee the next thing we usually do is check social media,
which, when used correctly, can be a powerful tool for communication and
connection, but we are constantly confronted with the lives of friends and
followers putting their best foot forward. Unfortunately this has made comparison
no longer something to avoid, but rather a way of life.
In Matthew 20 we have the parable of the labourers in the vineyard who go from
rejoicing for being the first chosen to work that day, to being disappointed with
not earning more than those selected one hour before the end of the day. Oh how
quickly we can become disillusioned with what we have been given when we
glance at the grass over the wall.
It doesn’t matter what challenges you may be facing at the moment and there are
many possibilities. Your boss doesn’t recognise how much you’re worth, you feel
you’ve earned that promotion or you just long to see or be seen? The answer to
the growing dissatisfaction or frustration with where you are is not found on social
media, but in the words of Jesus.
Jesus responds to James & John’s desire for a more prominent role in His Kingdom
using the metaphor of the cup, as picture of what God has prepared for them.
(Matt 20:23) This same metaphor runs throughout the Bible from my cup
overflows with blessing (Psa 23:5), to Lord you alone are my inheritance, my cup
of blessing (Psa 16:5) to Jesus’ words let this cup pass from me. (Matt 26:39)
Which brings us back to the cup. Whether your cup is coffee or tea, made by a
loved one or enjoyed alone, this is the picture Jesus (& the Bible) uses about what
has been prepared for you. From a cup of blessing, to the reward for your labour
and the challenges you will need to face, God knows exactly what you need, what
you can handle and where He wants you to advance the Kingdom in a way that
only you can. He has prepared a cup just for you, with love, care and concern.
Today as you enjoy that first cup think about how your generous heavenly Father
is watching over you saying, “You have no idea of the plans I have for you, will you
trust me with your future?”

Day 21
“Mud, blood, sweat and steel. Infantry, cavalry, casualties and compromise. The
battle lines have been drawn and we wait. Months or is it years of fighting have
stretched our capacity to breaking point, but we are on the cusp of victory! We
hope…”
- unknown fallen soldier
This is how kingdoms of history are won and lost, advanced or overthrown, and
onto this stage steps Jesus, as He enters Jerusalem riding on a donkey.
“Tell the people of Jerusalem, ‘Look, your King is coming to you.
He is humble, riding on a donkey—riding on a donkey’s colt.’ ”
- Matt 21:5
Fulfilling the prophecy of Zechariah which promises cutting off the enemy,
restoring the stronghold, freeing the prisoners and ultimately, “on that day the
Lord their God will rescue His people, just as a shepherd rescues his sheep.
They will sparkle in his land like jewels in a crown.” (Zec 9:16)
The Jewish people currently under Roman occupation were understandably
waiting for their King to come and set them free. However, the relationship
between God and the Israelite’s kings is a touchy subject, since it started when
the chosen people rejected God because they wanted to be like the other
nations who had a king. (1 Sam 8:7) They hadn’t seen the privilege they had of
God being their king.
I don’t think we can blame them though, as this seems to be a struggle that has
echoed throughout history ever since. Christian or not we continue to look to
our substitute kings, emperors, presidents, political & economic systems and
even pastors to bring us some form of freedom, safety and provision.
God still wants to be King in our lives. He wants to be the ultimate authority in
our lives showing us the way to true freedom, eternal safety and miraculous
provision. The challenge of this Kingdom though is the same challenge the
Israelites faced, our King enters riding on a donkey. It is an upside down
kingdom, advanced by service not domination, sacrifice not violence.
To be a member of this Kingdom is going to mean you stand out in the world,
and that is God’s plan. He doesn’t just want you to stand out, He wants you to
sparkle like a jewel in the crown of the King. As we learn to walk in His ways,
empowered by prayer, leading to lives of fruitfulness that advance the
Kingdom of Christ.

Day 22
Romeo & Juliet, Mr Darcy & Elizabeth, Ross & Rachel or Shrek & Fiona, there is
something inside all of us that enjoys a good love story. The will they-won’t they
journey from the initial meeting to overcoming the obstacles keeping them apart,
until the final culmination of the love story in a beautiful wedding and happily ever
after.
In Matthew 22, Jesus taps into this longing with a simple parable describing the
Kingdom as a great wedding feast, and like any other parable there is a depth of
meaning behind the simple story. This is especially true when viewed in the
context of the whole Bible, which is a multiple millennia long love story,
culminating in the marriage supper and our own spiritual happily ever after.
This may sound overly sentimental or simple, but simplicity is the main reason this
parable gives for anyone missing out. They ignored the invitation. To enjoy the
festivities and be a part of this celebration all you needed to do was respond to the
invitation. There has always been the invitation to come and be a part of the
people of God and you reading this today is part of that invitation.
I’ve had the privilege of witnessing many weddings and the best moment is always
when the groom sees the bride for the first time. As his eyes well up with tears, the
cost involved, the preparation, the stress and everything that it has taken to get to
this point is all worth it as he sees his beloved, the one he has been waiting for.
In the book of Revelation we see the culmination of the long awaited love story of
the Bible as we celebrate the marriage supper of the Lamb, of Jesus and his bride
the church. Let us marvel at the fact that we have been invited to participate.
Praise the Lord! For the Lord our God, the Almighty, reigns. Let us be glad and
rejoice, and let us give honour to him. For the time has come for the wedding feast
of the Lamb, and his bride has prepared herself. She has been given the finest of
pure white linen to wear.” For the fine linen represents the good deeds of God’s
holy people. Then the angel said to me, “Write: ‘Blessed are those who are invited
to the wedding supper of the Lamb!’ ” And he added, “These are the true words of
God.”
- Rev 19:6–9

Day 23
“Everything they do is done for people to see.”
- Matt 23.5
I was tempted to leave the rest of the page blank and let that verse speak for itself, but
I figured I would get a flood of complaints that there was something wrong with the
pdf. And yet, a verse like that says more than we ever need to say.
In a world fuelled by doing almost everything in the hopes of being seen, such a radical
indictment by Jesus about the Pharisees’ behaviour is often lost on us. Actually, I don’t
even remember registering that verse when I read through this chapter the first time
around.
Instagram, now there’s something! ‘Everything they do is done for people to see.’ An
extra cup of coffee, but only ever for the boss. ‘Everything they do is done for people
to see.’ Grab the microphone to share, but not the toilet brush to clean. ‘Everything
they do is done for people to see.’ Pay secretly for someone’s meal cos it makes a
great sermon illustration. ‘Everything they do is for people to see.’ Yes, guilty as
charged.
Eugene Peterson wrote in his diary about the life-changing influence his uncle made on
him when he discovered all that his uncle had gotten up to in his life when no one was
looking. He tells of how the family was standing in the hospital, sharing stories about
his uncle after he had passed away, when they were interrupted by a homeless man
who also wanted to tell his story. In a deep, raspy voice, a dirty, disheveled man told
how every Wednesday Eugene’s uncle would pass out blankets to the homeless, and
then the following week he would be back to pick up the blankets, take them home
and wash them, and return that afternoon with fresh, clean blankets to hand out again.
He did this every Wednesday for decades. And no one knew. Not even his wife.
A friend whose newborn baby has had severe liver problems and has spent most of
her short life in hospital, drew me aside to tell me how his lifegroup leader had taken
leave so that he could help and support them as they moved their precious little girl
from a hospital in Pretoria to a hospital in Johannesburg. I’d imagine that’s a day's
leave out of only twelve or fifteen he has for the entire year? And no one knew.
Yes, I feel it too. This is more eina, than amen, but let me add one more thought.
Turn the page and we find Jesus’ familiar statement in Matthew 25, that whatever we
do for one of the least of these, we do it for him. But the least of these don’t get likes
and retweets - unless what we do is done for people to see.

Day 24
A few years ago, a church in the UK decided to paint the word “Eternity” in big,
bold letters on the roof of their building. The church stood at a busy intersection,
and they felt it would be a great billboard for a new preaching series they were
planning to start that Sunday. However, within days the church had received
hundreds of complaints and were eventually taken to court insisting that they
paint over the word because the church had no right to cause people the
disturbing harm of contemplating eternity.
Last week I received the usual email from Facebook with birthday reminders for
the day, only to see that it would have been a friend's birthday that day, but he
had passed away recently due to COVID. In less than two weeks he had gone from
being completely healthy to stepping through the veil into eternity before even
being able to say goodbye.
ETERNITY.
We can so quickly be caught up in the rush and demands of moment by moment
living, that we fail to consider that just a breath away, maybe even today, eternity
stands waiting. Yet, in today’s chapter, Jesus speaks almost entirely about the
brevity of this life and the weighty reality of eternity.
Has anyone asked you recently where you are going to spend eternity? If not, let
me leave you with what RT Kendall always used to say when the conversation of
eternity came up:
“If you were to die today - and you might - and you were to stand before God and you will - what would you say to God when he asks you ‘Why should I let you
into my heaven?’”
After hearing the usual responses of “God is love” or “I am not as bad as that other
guy”, RT would always lovingly provide the only answer that will satisfy the
holiness of God at this moment, and it is this:
“I know that I am a sinner and that nothing I do will ever be enough to pay for my
sin. However, I believe that what Jesus did by dying on the cross on my behalf to
pay for my sins is more than enough. And so I have accepted the gift of what He
did for me on the cross, and that is why I can enter into eternity with you. So my
answer is Jesus, He is why you should let me into your heaven- He is my only hope
for eternity with you.”

Day 25
On the back of answering the question in Day 24 of where you will be spending
eternity. (If you haven’t yet please go back and read Day 24) We can begin to
answer the next question of what role do our efforts play in this life and the next?
In 2015 NFL linebacker James Harrison made quite a statement when he said the
following: “I came home to find out that my boys received two trophies for
nothing, participation trophies! While I am very proud of my boys for everything
they do and will encourage them till the day I die, these trophies will be given back
until they EARN a real trophy.”
Regardless of your feeling on participation trophies, this story helps us get to the
heart of what is being addressed in Matthew 25. It seems to be the default human
response in life to want to EARN our way or prove that we are good enough. The
truth is that Jesus confronts this by showing that apart from Him we are not good
enough.
Due to our undeserving nature, the word most appropriate to describe our
salvation is grace. We have been rescued by the undeserved kindness of God, but
in the words of Dallas Willard, “Grace is not opposed to effort, it is opposed to

earning. Earning is an attitude. Effort is an action.”

When we accept our salvation by grace alone and by faith alone, it is often said
that it is not a faith that remains alone. We are encouraged and challenged here in
Matthew 25 to put what we have been given into practice.
In three different pictures we see a return and reward for those who are ready. If
this is your first time reading these passages, or even your hundredth, there may
be a few lines that are challenging, they are meant to be.
Jesus is a kind, gracious and glorious King, but He is our King. When we are invited
into His kingdom we are also given a new purpose in life. This is where the
participation trophies come back in. That default in us to accomplish something of
value is a God given conviction that you were made to live a life of significance.
What could seem like harsh warnings is actually a loving Father’s belief that His
kids are capable of greatness!
Today let’s let the grace of God empower our efforts so that we will be ready on
the day of our King’s return, knowing that part of our great reward will be His
saying “Well done, good and faithful servant.” (Matt 25:21)

Day 26
Peter declared, “Even if I have to die with you, I will never disown you.” And all the
other disciples said the same.
- Matthew 26.35
In case you run out of time this morning reading through this particularly long chapter
of the book of Matthew, Peter doesn’t even make it to chapter 27 before he
completely denies any association with Jesus whatsoever, with swearing and cursing
included.
It’s very easy to relate to Peter, big on the talky-talky, but seemingly lacking the
substance to carry through on his self-belief and untapped fortitude in moments when
it counts. I want to stop here in this chapter because there is the danger that we will
find ourselves in the same position over the next few months. Tim Keller has been
extremely vocal about the fact that when his church went through 9/11, he was
astounded at the strength and compassion and acts of service that poured through
the people in his congregation month after month. However, he underscores this
account with the fact that when the church reached the 18-month mark, not only did
the overflow of kindness and compassion disappear but so did the people. He raises
this issue ongoingly, because, like Peter, we can often think “Not me, I’ve got this! I am
crushing this season. Watch and learn people, watch and learn!” And, like Peter, before
this chapter of Covid is over, we may also end up cursing and swearing as we find
ourselves empty and unable to face the enemy’s onslaught.
In this same chapter, Jesus gives us a model of how we are to endure and process the
trauma we are going through, and I want to encourage you to invest in these as our 18month mark moves closer.
Jesus slows down. Os Guinness points out Jesus' key rhythm of engagement and
withdrawal, work and rest, release and recharge, crowds and solitude, as the secret to
the most effective public life ever lived.
Jesus meets God in the midst of his emotional pain. To paraphrase Psalm 5, “Morning
by morning we lay the pieces of our lives on the altar and wait for God’s presence to
come. There we are, his invited guests, waiting for direction to get through enemy
lines.”
Jesus processes everything through prayer.
Jesus has his closest friends with him, rather than distancing himself from them like we
tend to do. Some wise advice is to surround yourself with those who will be an
umbrella, not a lid.
Maybe right now you are still going strong, firing on all cylinders, but just in case, why
not save this page, tag it or highlight it in some way that will make it easier to find.
Hopefully, you won’t need it, but if you do, at least you’ll save yourself the time of
searching endlessly for what Jesus modeled for us to do in times of trial.

Day 27
“Which of the two do you want me to release to you?” asked the Governor.
“Barabbas,” they shouted. “What shall I do, then, with Jesus who is called the
Messiah?” Pilate asked. They all shouted, “Crucify him!” “Why? What crime has he
committed?” asked Pilate. But they shouted all the louder, “Crucify him!”
Every year during Passover, it was the Governor’s custom to release a prisoner
chosen by the crowd. This release was no small matter. According to historians,
the custom would effectively ‘commute one prisoner’s death sentence by popular
acclaim.’
See that? Death sentence! Not just jail time or community service. No, someone
who had been sentenced to death would be set free, completely pardoned of their
crime.
Now imagine what that moment was like for Barabbas. History records this man as
a notorious prisoner, someone who had been involved in numerous insurrections
against the Romans, as well as committing murder. When they finally caught
Barabbas, he had already given Rome more than enough reason to sentence him
to death.
So there he sits in prison, he has been sentenced to death, and now he waits for his
execution. Then, in the dark, he hears a crowd baying for blood, shouting his name
- ‘Barabbas, Barabbas, Barabbas.’ Even in the belly of his cell he can hear his name
echo off the walls. Then again he hears the distant crowd screaming - “Crucify him,
crucify him, crucify him.” And again, louder now, “Crucify him, crucify him, crucify
him!” No matter how cold your heart, or how wicked your history, no one is ever
truly ready to face their execution. Then comes the sound of keys, the footsteps of
soldiers coming to drag him to his death. The door opens and he’s told that he can
go free?!
Imagine that moment.
Wait, what? Do they have the wrong guy? If I run before they notice, I may just live
to see another day? But somehow the guard is able to make it clear - he doesn’t
have to run, no need to fight, he is free! This murderous enemy of the state will not
have to give an account for his past. Jesus has died in his place. He is free. Truly
free. Pardoned of his crime, he steps off death row and into the sun, free.
And so are you.

Day 28
Then Jesus came to them and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very
end of the age."
- Matt 28.18-20
If you are new to 3Ci, you may not know how deeply these last few verses of
Matthew have influenced the culture and calling of our church. From the very
beginning, it has been our North Star, the bedrock on which God built this
community - and we would do well to keep ourselves anchored to it.
Ezekiel writes of a vision he had of a man clothed in linen with a writing kit at his
side. This scribe is sent by God through the city to put a mark on the foreheads of
those who grieve and lament over all the detestable things that are done in the
place they call home. Although it’s one of those tricky portions of scripture
steeped in imagery and prophecy, even a simple reading of the chapter makes it
clear that compassion for our city throbs in the heart of God, and he longs for it to
throb in our hearts too.
Here in Matthew 28, the resurrected Jesus states clearly that the authority that he
has given to us is to be wielded on behalf of the city, so that our daily lives would
be marked by the cries of our city, and that we no longer settle for a marginal,
neutered Christianity. For Jesus, spirituality is not a life of contemplation divorced
from a life of action, but if I’m honest, I have separated my life, my heart, and even
my prayers from a city that is in desperate need of redemption.
“I looked for someone among them who would build up a wall and stand in the
gap before me on behalf of the land…but I found no one!” Therefore, Jesus calls on
his people once more, to go and make disciples of all nations, saturating them in all
that is theirs through Jesus’ work on the cross, teaching them, showing them,
leading them out of the darkness, and into all that Jesus has for them.
The call is to live as those marked with compassion for this city, for more than just
a morning, or a quiet time, or until the end of this page.

